
Unlocking the Secrets: Understanding Dr
Mikel Harry's Six Sigma Way of Thinking

Are you looking for a proven methodology to improve business processes and
achieve breakthrough results? Look no further! Dr Mikel Harry's Six Sigma Way
of Thinking will revolutionize the way you approach problem-solving and process
improvement.
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What is Six Sigma?

Six Sigma is a data-driven approach to process improvement that focuses on
eliminating defects and reducing variability in business processes. It was first
developed by Motorola in the 1980s, but it was Dr Mikel Harry who truly brought
Six Sigma to the masses.
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Dr Mikel Harry, often referred to as the "Father of Six Sigma," was instrumental in
popularizing the methodology and developing its core principles. He is a
renowned expert in quality management and has influenced countless
organizations with his innovative thinking.

The Six Sigma DMAIC Methodology

The foundation of Six Sigma is the DMAIC methodology, which stands for Define,
Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control. Let's delve into each step to understand
Dr Mikel Harry's way of thinking:
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Define

The first step is to clearly define the problem or opportunity for improvement. Dr
Mikel Harry emphasizes the importance of understanding the customer's needs
and expectations to establish a clear project goal.

Measure

In this step, data is collected and measured to quantify the current process
performance. Dr Mikel Harry believes that understanding the existing state of the
process is crucial before any improvements can be made.

Analyze

Once the data is gathered, it is analyzed to identify the root causes of defects or
variation. Dr Mikel Harry encourages the use of statistical tools and techniques to
uncover the underlying problems.

Improve

After identifying the root causes, improvements are implemented to eliminate
defects and reduce variability. Dr Mikel Harry emphasizes the importance of
innovation and creativity to drive process improvement and achieve breakthrough
results.

Control

The final step is to establish controls and monitor the improved process to ensure
sustainability. Dr Mikel Harry believes that ongoing monitoring and feedback are
essential to maintain and sustain the improvements made.

The Impact of Dr Mikel Harry's Way of Thinking



Dr Mikel Harry's Six Sigma Way of Thinking has had a profound impact on
organizations across various industries. By adopting this methodology,
businesses have been able to achieve significant cost savings, improve customer
satisfaction, and streamline their processes.

One of the key aspects of Dr Mikel Harry's approach is the focus on data-driven
decision making. By collecting and analyzing data, organizations are able to
make informed decisions and prioritize improvement efforts based on facts rather
than assumptions.

Another important contribution by Dr Mikel Harry is the integration of Six Sigma
principles with other quality management frameworks, such as Lean. This
combination, known as Lean Six Sigma, provides organizations with a holistic
approach to process improvement by leveraging the strengths of both
methodologies.

The Future of Six Sigma

As businesses evolve and face new challenges, it is essential to adapt and refine
methodologies like Six Sigma. Dr Mikel Harry's continuous research and
development efforts ensure that Six Sigma remains relevant and effective in the
modern business landscape.

Furthermore, Dr Mikel Harry's passion for teaching and coaching has led to the
creation of numerous training programs and certifications that enable individuals
to become proficient in Six Sigma. These programs have empowered countless
professionals to drive process improvement and achieve exceptional results.

Unlocking Success with Dr Mikel Harry



In , understanding Dr Mikel Harry's Six Sigma Way of Thinking is a game-changer
for any organization seeking to achieve breakthrough results. By embracing the
DMAIC methodology and the principles of data-driven decision making,
businesses can streamline their processes, reduce defects, and improve
customer satisfaction.

Dr Mikel Harry's contributions to the field of quality management are invaluable,
and his legacy continues to inspire and guide businesses around the world.
Unlock the secrets of his way of thinking and unlock the path to success!
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How do you learn to think? How do you teach others to think rather than imitate?
How do you adapt in the face of constant change? How do you innovate when
existing methods don’t seem to be enough?

Before his death in 2017, Dr. Mikel J. Harry, principal architect of Six Sigma, had
moved his thinking far beyond its origins to a focus on human achievement,
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relationships, development of big ideas, and innovative thinking.

Alan M. Leduc was Dr. Harry’s student, protégé, research partner, and friend.
Leduc wrote Learning to Think… Leadership to open Dr. Harry’s complete toolbox
to Anyone who wants to think like a leader. In writing this book, Leduc had many
pages of personal notes from his work with Harry and access to Harry’s personal
archives and published material.

Learning to Think… Leadership provides a recipe for Breakthrough Thinking and
adds the ingredients of Big Ideas that will allow you to enhance the recipe.
Understanding Breakthrough Thinking and Big Ideas provides a pathway to being
able to create recipes that are not in the cookbook.

Jacques Nasser, former CEO of Ford Motor Company, once said to Dr. Harry, "If
you could just teach us how you think…." Learning to Think... Leadership does
just that.
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